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Bioplastics, specially polyhydroxyalkanoates(PHA), represent one of the best alterna-
tives to plastics from non-renewable sources. The production of PHA, from mixed micro-
bial cultures with low-cost feedstocks, as in this dissertation fruit pulp requires a process
of three stages: treatment of the residues through anaerobic digestion which is used to
feed both the selection and accumulation reactor. The biomass PHA-accumulating selec-
tion reactor is carried out on a feast and famine regime with uncoupled feeding from nitro-
gen an carbon, leading to increased selective pressure, where a ratio of COD:N:P(100:6.5:1:)
is applied. The accumulation reactor is carried out on a fed-batch, and is inoculated from
the sequential batch reactor and therefore is capable of accumulating PHA.
All of the processes were followed along two months of operation, from the Up-flow
Anaerobic Sludge Blanket Reactor to the accumulation stage. In the first and second
reactors, no alterations were made, and they were just monitored to study its evolution.
In the accumulation reactor, 9 batches were made with and without nutrients, to opti-
mize the process productivity. The following ratios were applied COD:N:P (100:6.5:1;
100:3,25:0.5;100:0:), to induce just little growth they were applied only in the first pulse.
To understand how much fruit pulp is needed to produce 1 kg of PHA, mass balance
study’s were made, to describe the general productivity of the process. The mass balance
was made, while the acidogenic reactor had a high OLR, 16.09± gCODL−1d−1, and a
conversion rate of 77%, it was considered to be the normal value of the operation. To the
accumulation reactor, an average of every two batches where the same conditions were
applied was used. Concluding that to produce 1kg of biopolymer from fruit pulp, the
following quantities are needed: ACC-3/4 = 8011.6 gCOD; ACC(Nutri)-6/7 = 6906.8
gCOD, ACC(Nutri)-8/9 = 6142.6 gCOD.
Keywords: Volatile Fatty Acids, Mixed Microbial Cultures, Low Cost Feedstock, Polyhy-




Os bioplásticos nomeadamente os polihidroxialcanoatos, representam uma das me-
lhores alternativas aos plásticos produzidos por fontes não renováveis. A produção de
polihidroxialcanoatos (PHA), a partir de culturas microbianas mistas com feedstocks de
baixos custo, como no caso desta tese a polpa de fruta, requer um processo com várias
fazes que envolve desde: o tratamento dos resíduos de comida através da digestão anaeró-
bia, que serve para alimentar ambos tanto o reactor de seleção como o de acumulação. O
reactor de seleção é onde a biomassa acumuladora de PHAs é selecionada, através de um
regime de fome e fartura e com a alimentação de azoto desfasada do carbono de forma
a aumentar a pressão selectiva. O reactor de acumulação funciona em modo fed-batch,
onde a sua biomassa deriva do reactor de seleção e por isso produtora de PHAs.
Todo o processo foi seguido ao longo dois meses, desde o reactor UASB (Reactor anaeróbio
com fluxo ascendente e manta de lodo) passando pelo reactor de seleção até ao de acu-
mulação. No primeiro e segundo reactor, não foram feitas alteraçãos ao processo apenas
monotorizações de forma a acompanhar a sua evolução. No reactor de acumulação foram
feitos ensaios, com e sem a adição de nutrientes de forma a optimizar a productividade do
processo. Os seguintes rácios foram testados COD:N:P (100:6.5:1; 100:3,25:0.5;100:0:0),
foram alimentados apenas no primeiro pulso.
De forma a compreender, qual a quantidade de polpa de fruta utilizada para produzir
1 kg de bioplástico foram realizados ensaios de balanços de massa de forma a descrever
o rendimento geral do processo. O balanço de massa foi feito enquanto o reactor acido-
génico estava com a sua maior carga orgânica, cerca de 16.09± gCODL−1d−1, e uma taxa
de conversão de 77%. Este valor de conversão foi utilizado pois foi considerado o valor
normal de operação. Para o reactor de acumulação a foi feita a média entre cada duas ex-
periências realizadas para cada teste. Concluindo que para produzir 1 kg de biopolimero
serão necessárias as seguintes quantidade de polpa de fruta: ACC-3/4 = 8011.6 gCOD;
ACC(Nutri)-6/7 = 6906.8 gCOD, ACC(Nutri)-8/9 = 6142.6 gCOD.
Palavras-chave: Ácidos gordos voláteis, culturas microbianas mistas, feedstocks de baixo
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1.1 PHA: Production, Characteristics and Applications
Waste production, a major problem in our society. Europe is responsible for the produc-
tion of over 17 million tones of plastic waste and 88 million tones of Food Waste (FW).
Solutions must be found to reduce or make use of the waste produced[1, 2]. From 1950,
Europe had a constantly increasing demand for plastics reaching 51.2 million tonnes
in 2017. As shown in Figure 1.1 plastic packaging demand leads with 39.7% and an
estimated value of 100 billion euros annually, 95% of which will be only used once[1, 3].
Plastic packaging demand is followed by building and construction, automotive, electri-
cal and electronics, household, agriculture and others (eg. Medical equipment, plastic
furniture, technical parts, among others). Most of these types of plastic usually have a
lifespan of more than 15 years and require a more specialized recycling process. Even
though from 2006 to 2016, waste treatment of packaging plastic improved, recycling
(corresponding to 6% of the plastics demand) and energy recovery increased by 74% and
71% respectively, while landfill decreased by 53%, higher efforts to improve waste recov-
ery have to be implemented as only 12.55 million tones were recovered out of the 16.75
million tonnes of waste produced [4, 5].
Conventional plastics derivate from fossil fuels, a non-renewable source known for is
a contribution to global warming. The low degradability of these types of plastic leads to
the accumulation on the environment. It is estimated that between 150 to 500 thousand
tonnes of plastic waste end up in the oceans every year just in Europe, contributing to the
destruction of entire ecosystems, and also to the recently discovered plastic aggregation
in the Mediterranean sea, severely affecting the environment and local economic activities
[6].Individually packaged food and drink is expected to reach 900 billion items sold in
1
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2020, therefore a different approach to the problem must be found, and biopolymers
could be the answer[3]. Bio-Based polyesters such as, Polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHA),
Polylactic Acid (PLA) could replace plastics with the advantage of being produced from
renewable source and wastes (eg. FW, corn, potato, wheat, sugar, starch, paper mill, olive
oil mill wastewaters, etc). Biopolymers biodegradability capabilities could prevent the
high accumulation and consequent levels of pollution caused by the fossil fuel-based
plastics. Their biocompatibility allows for its usage in medical appliances (eg. implants,

















Figure 1.1: Total European plastics demand, adapted from Plastics - The facts 2018 [5]
The ammount of FW produced by European Union (EU) shows the inefficiency of
our food supply that annually produces large amounts of accumulative waste, about
87.6 million tonnes, representing a cost of 143 billion euros to the industry [3, 10]. As
shown in Figure 1.2, the major sectors that contribute to FW include: production (Agri-
culture, hunting and forestry, Nomenclature of Economic Activities (NACE) 01-03), pro-
cessing (manufacture of food products and beverages, NACE 10-11) and food services
(accommodation and food and beverage service activities, NACE 55-56). The production
and processing sectors are responsible for packaging products to the wholesale & retail
(Wholesale and retail trade, NACE 46-47), and food services [2]. Although households
represent the majority of FW, its heterogeneous characteristics of it do not allow for an
effective valorization, as an opposition to the production and processing sector that have
2
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a more concentrated waste. Increasingly strict directives from EU, regarding the environ-
ment waste treatment and carbon emissions, have created the opportunity to a valoriza-
tion of residues such as FW [11, 12]. While waste treatment through landfill(-75e/ton)
represents a cost, revenue opportunities derive from the production of bulk chemicals
(900e/ton- average), transportation fuel(200-400e/ton), cattle feed(70-200e/ton) or gen-












Mtonnes of food waste
Figure 1.2: Food Waste distribution, adapted from Estimates of European Food Waste
levels [2]
PHA production has been widely studied, an high-value commodity (4.5-6e/kg),
from FW, which can be a valuable resource since it is considered to be an inexpensive
carbon source, due to its high availability [13–15]. FW undergoes a complex procedure,
to allow its usage for PHA production. PHA, are one of the most important alternatives to
today’s most used plastic commodities: they are fully biodegradable, biocompatible, and
come from renewable sources[16]. In a perspective of circular economy, the collaboration
between two different industries that depend on one another, plastic packaging, and food
distribution contributing to a solution that not only, reduces the number of plastics pro-
duced from fossil fuels, but also improves the overall value chain [13, 17, 18].
There are more than 150 known hydroxyalkanoic acids which constitute the main
component of these biopolymers. Poly(3-Hydroxybutyrate) (PHB), Poly(3-Hydroxyvalerate)
(PHV), and Poly(3-Hydroxyhexanoate) (PHHx), are the three main homopolymers. Each
one has different physical characteristics in terms of melting temperature, tensile strength,
3
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Young’s Modulus, and crystallinity, as shown in the Table 1.1 [8]. The monomer length is
directly connected to the thermal and physical properties: with 3 to 5 and 6 to 14 carbon
atoms they represent the Short-Chain-Lenght (SCL) and Medium-Chain-Lenght (MCL)
respectively. Each chain has different macroscopic and mechanical properties: SCL are
brittle, hard and have a high degree of crystallinity whilst MCL are soft, elastic with low
crystallinity. During the production stage the blending of these homopolymers allows
for a fine tune in their characteristics, in order to get similar, or sometimes even better
properties than conventional plastics allowing for their replacement [19–21].
Properties P(3HB) P(3HB-co 3HV) P(3HB-co 3HHx)
Young’s Modulus (GPa) 3.5 - 4 0.7 - 2.9 500 (10% HHx)
Tensile Strength (MPa) 50 30 - 38 10 - 23
Elongation at Break (%) 3 - 8 up to 100 400 - 850
Melting Temperature (◦ C) 173 - 180 137 - 179 115 - 127
Glass Transition Temperature (◦ C) 5 - 9 -10 - 0 -1 - -4
Table 1.1: Summary of, P(3HB), P(HBHV) and P(HBHHX) thermal and mechanical char-
acteristics, adapted from Anjum et al.[22] and Ching et al.[23]
PHB is the most common and well-studied SCL homopolymer, and as mentioned
before, it has a brittle and hard behaviour, it has a crystalline nature, which makes pro-
cessing difficult. A mixture of monomers such as HV and 3-Hydroxybutyrate (HB), results
in a copolymer Poly(3-Hydroxybutyrate-co-3-Hydroxyvalerate) (PHBV) that is more flexi-
ble and resistant material, and could be used for disposable items, such as food packaging
or plastic bags [18]. The co-polymer PHBV, as shown in Table 1.2, will change its charac-
teristics along with the increasing proportion of HV, as it will become more elastic and
have a lower melting temperature.
%HV Concentration
Properties 0 9 20 25
Young’s Modulus (GPa) 3.5 1.9 1.2 0.7
Tensile Strength (MPa) 40 38 32 30
Melting Temperature 179 162 145 137
Glass Transition Temperature 10 6 -1 -6
Table 1.2: Variation of the monomer HV proportion thermal and mechanical properties
Variation of the monomer HV proportion thermal and mechanical properties, adapted
from Ching et al.[23]
1.2 Pure Cultures vs Mixed Cultures
Industrial PHA production is mainly made through pure microbial cultures in their wild
form, or by genetically modified strains. The process is conducted in sterile conditions
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requires high oxygen demand, and high purity substrates (eg. glucose, sugars, starch),
which increases the cost of the process. The value of these substrates could represent 45%
of the total process cost, although recent efforts are being maid to find solutions using
waste feedstocks instead. Waste feedstocks have different compositions (carbon/nutrients
ratio), depending on the source. To get optimal performance, specialized bacteria could
be used, which could favor a higher production depending on feedstock composition,
considering the nutrients availability as mentioned below [18, 24–26]:
• Carbon and Nutrients - A growth associated bacteria, Alcaligenes Latus
• Carbon - A non growth associated bacteria, Cupriavidus necator
Despite the higher costs, an increased bacterial density and process stability, favor
the constant product specifications needed by the industry, regarding the polymer char-
acteristics. The process of pure PHA accumulating bacteria is divided into two main
stages and is carried out on a fed-batch mode. In the first stage the culture is supplied
with a growth substrate to achieve the maximum cellular density, in the second stage the
medium supplied enhances PHA storage, with limiting nutrients available, where it usu-
ally achieves a PHA content of 80% to 90% [27]. Woo Suk Ahn and colleges reached high
productivity rates and densities values of up to 4.6 g PHA/L/h and 200 g/L respectively,
using an external cross-flow membranes to recirculate cells into the fed-batch reactor [28].
Even though higher productivities and PHA contents are reached in pure cultures, due
to significant costs of the process mentioned before, an increased effort for the production
of PHA from MMC has been made. MMC present themselves as a lower-cost alternative,
for pure cultures. A 3-stage operation, as shown in Figure 1.3 is carried out in series, the
first two stages work in a continues mode. The first stage usually consists of an anaerobic
reactor (eg. Continuous Stirred-Tank Reactor (CSTR) or UASB) where the waste feedstock
is decomposed in smaller molecules, such as VFA (further explained in the Sub-Section
1.3) and it is used to feed both of the reactors in the following stages. The reactor type
used in the second stage is usually an Sequential Batch Reactor (SBR) where the PHA
accumulating bacteria are selected under the dynamic operation conditions imposed
(further explained in the Sub-Section 1.4); finally the third stage is the production stage,
which is carried out on a fed-batch mode.
The lower productivity, and cell density could be compensated by the continuous
mode characteristics of the process, which could lead to a much higher specific produc-
tivity. This system works in a non-sterile environment and predominantly uses waste
feedstocks for feeding, allowing for a decreased cost of the process. A consistent polymer
composition is harder to achieve, considering the inherent characteristics of a selected
biomass, and the seasonality of the feedstock applied to the anaerobic reactor [8, 9, 29].
5
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Figure 1.3: Typical 3 stage process to PHA production using MMC
1.3 Acidogenic Fermentation - First Stage
Anaerobic Digestion (AD) is widely used for the treatment of several organic wastes [30].
When comparing it with aerobic systems, the main advantages are the low operation
costs since it does not need a oxygen supply, intensive mixing is not required, it has a
lower production of sludge, and higher efficiency at treating complex organic molecules
such as, proteins, fats and carbohydrates than [31, 32]. AD is a complex biochemical
sequential procedure in which, carbon compounds, are hydrolyzed, fermented into inter-
mediate products that are reduced into methane and oxidized to carbon dioxide[17]. This
sequence of events are known as hydrolysis, acidogenesis, acetogenesis, and methanogen-
esis.
As shown in Figure 1.4, the first and very important step is the hydrolysis as when-
ever the substrate is composed of complex molecules as mentioned before, that need
to be broken down into smaller molecules such as amino acids, fatty acids, and basic
sugars, as otherwise the uptake can’t achieved for such large molecules[33]. It is impor-
tant to mention that there also other by-products coming from the hydrolysis such as
hydrogen and acetate. The second step is acidogenesis, this is where microorganisms
digest the sub-products of hydrolysis, and convert them into shorter volatile fatty acids
(eg. Acetic Acid, Propionic Acid, Butyric Acid, Valeric Acid), medium volatile fatty acids
(eg. Caproic Acid), hydrogen, carbon dioxide, ammonia, and hydrogen sulphide. During
the process an acid environment is created, that needs to be controlled to maintain the
conversion rates. The acetogenic phase occurs with the formation of volatile fatty acids,
so a concrete distinction between them is not clear. Methanogenic phase, is the last one,
and is a critical step to the production of bio-gas. Characterized for being the slowest, the
6
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methane-producing bacteria are strictly anaerobes, and are vulnerable even to the lowest
concentration of oxygen. The methanogenic bacteria could be divided in two groups, the
acetoclastic and hydrogentrophic bacteria. The acetoclastic group produce methane from
acetate, while the hydrogentrophic accept hydrogen as a donor and carbon dioxide as


















Figure 1.4: Digestion Diagram
Most of the studies made, were about a single-stage system, where the sequence of
events mentioned before, occur in the same reactor. A two-stage system, as shown in
Figure 1.5 consists in two separated reactors with different settings, Power of Hydrogen
(pH), Hydraulic Retention Time (HRT), Organic Load Rate (gCOD L−1 d−1) (OLR) and
temperature, leading to the selective environment of the desired bacteria’s in each phase
[35]. Studies have bean made, to identify which conditions both types of microorganisms
would prefer. For an UASB reactor, typical operation values for the acidogenic stage are
a lower pH, preferably below 6.5 and HRT 1 as on the contrary methanogenic requires
higher pH and longer HRT, such as 7 and 5 respectively [35, 36].
These analysis will manly focus on the acidogenic fermentation, as the product of
interest is VFA, regarding its importance as they work as precursors to PHA synthesis.
The composition of VFAs can also take an important role in the polymer composition,














Figure 1.5: Typical Two Stage Biogas plant
Associations to the composition of the polymer have already been made, as it was demon-
strated that a higher concentration of even carboxylic chain, for example, acetic acid or
butyric acid, is usually associated to the formation of HB, as opposed to when a higher
concentration of odd carboxylic chains result in a higher HV content [38, 39].
1.4 PHA Accumulating Culture Selection - Second Stage
MMC is composed of a consortium of microorganisms, who are mainly used for the
treatment of wastewater (e.g, wastewater treatment plants, composting facilities)[40]. In
Enhanced Biological Phosphorus Removal (EPBR), an anaerobic/aerobic cycle is imposed
and polymer storage was generally accepted as a highly important characteristic in the
metabolism of Bio-P bacteria, since it stored PHA for cell growth, maintenance and glyco-
gen replenishment where it was first observed[41, 42]. Intracellular PHA’s accumulation
occurs naturally in more than 300 bacteria types[8], as a source of carbon and energy,
usually when not enough nutrients such as nitrogen and phosphorus, or even oxygen is
available and consequently growth is limited, and the carbon storage is enhanced[43].
Activated sludge commonly comes from wastewater treatment plants, and as mentioned
before it is composed by a variety of microorganisms, but not all of them are able to store
PHA’s, so a selection process made through Aerobic Dynamic Feeding (ADF) or Feast and
Famine (FF) regime is applied and consists in short periods of feast ant long periods of
famine, typicality made with an SBR. These steps are vital to enhance the global capacity
of the biomass to store biopolymers and improve the substrate consumption rate and
growth rate [44].
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To manage a sustainable culture, the Feast and Famine ratio (F/F) should remain
between the range specified on the table 1.3, where the highest ratio implies a growth
response and the lowest storage, and its calculated by dividing the length of the feast
phase by the lenght of the famine fase [45], to which a ratio of up to is considered prefer-
able. For the sake of the argument the same cell density, feedstock concentration and
volume are considered, manipulation of F/F ratio could be achieved trough the rate in
which the feedstock is fed. Considering that it should be maintained under the Food to
Microorganisms ratio (F/M) ratio to avoid substrate inhibition, with a higher supply rate
the feast phase will be shorter as opposite to a a lower supply rate that will lead to a
longer feast phase [46]. In pilot scale operations the pH control will increase the costs of
the process and complicate the operation, regarding that the advantage in the selective
pressure is not clear, since an higher PHA% could be achieved at the end of the feast,
leading to a possible higher substrate uptake ratio and consequent lower F/F [16, 47, 48].
Operation Parameter Range
SBR Reactor
SRT (d) 1 - 20
HRT (d) 1 - 3
Lenght of SBR cycle (h) 2 - 12h
pH 7 - 9.5
Temperature (◦ C) 20 - 30
Feedstock
OLR (gCOD L−1d−1) 1.8 - 31.25
Substrate Concentration (gCODL−1) 0.9 - 31.25
C/N (gCg−1) 9-120
Feedstock and Reactor F/F ratio 0.1-1.15
Table 1.3: Summary of the most common operation parameters applied in MMC selection
to PHA storing microorganisms. Adapted from (Reis et al. 2011[27])
Developments made in the selection process applied to PHA accumulators have been
proposed by several authors, an F/F regime was applied as it is considered an essential
step in the selection stage [8, 27].
Johnson et al[49] highlighted the selective pressure through manipulation of the oper-
ating parameters by gradually increasing the temperature and decreasing the SRT, from
20◦ to 30◦ and 4 days to 1 day respectively. A concentration of substrate of 54 VFA/L and
a high nutrients ratio (C:N:P - 100:13:5)(Cmmol:Nmmol:Pmmol) were used, in order to
sustain an high growth rate needed for 1 day SRT. Up to 89% PHA content with a 1.2
gPHA/ g Xh was achieved during an accumulation set up with a duration of 7.5 hours.
The author suggested that possibly the reported high kinetic parameters were due to the




Silva et al.[50] had a different approach for to the problem, taking in account that
many types of feedstock used for the PHA production are nitrogen-deficient (e.g: paper
mill, cheese whey permeate, sugar-cane molasses or olive oil mill wastewaters) and there-
fore they are unable to create the conditions for microorganism to grow. Considering
that if feeding of nitrogen is coupled with the carbon source, allows for all the non PHA-
accumulation bacteria to grow as well, leading to the selection being made during the
famine phase. The uncoupled feeding of carbon (Feast Fase) and nitrogen (Famine Fase)
lead to a stronger selection, as only the bacteria able to store intracellular PHA, could
grow. Oliveira et al. [51] suggest that regarding the imposed selective pressure in this
procedure the extent of the famine phase could be lower, as the storage performance
remained stable despite the variations on the F/F ratio, and as a result it could lead to an
improvement in the general process productivity.
Chen et al. [45], suggested an alternative to ADF, Aerobic Dynamic Discharge (ADD),
the main difference between the two methods is that after depletion of carbon a set-
tling phase for a short time (10-15 min), and consequent withdrawal. Throughout the
feast phase, the bacteria that had the highest substrate uptake and highest storage re-
sponse, stored more intracellular PHA. As a consequence got more dense and therefore
heavier enhancing the settling capabilities, and making the desired physical selection.
This method offered some advantages, regarding that industrial substrates have residual
Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD), and in this way a better selection could be made since
the conditions imposed were stronger, because as it prevents growth of the undesired
non-PHA accumulating microorganisms. The method proposed by both the authors, also
has an uncoupled depletion of carbon and nitrogen [45, 52].
1.5 PHA Accumulation - Third Stage
The third step of the process consists in the PHA accumulation reactor, using the pre-
selected microorganisms consortium of the selection stage. To reduce the process cost and
improve productivity, several control techniques could be applied such as temperature,
pH value, Dissolved oxygen (mgO2L−1) (DO) quantity and substrate source (Fed-batch or
continuous feeding). The nutrients availability, is usually considered secondary in consid-
eration that in this stage, regarding that PHA storage is preferred over growth. However,
nutrients availability, in low concentrations, could lead to an increase in productivity,
since growth response is lower than PHA storage rate due to active biomass growth [53].
Despite the fact that most studies utilize fed-batch feeding strategies, recent ones show
that a continuous feeding could have several advantages regarding, polymer composition
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Operation Parameter A B C
SBR Reactor
SRT (d) 1 4 10
HRT (d) 1 1 1
Lenght of SBR cycle (h) 12 6 6
pH 7 7.6 8-9
Temperature (◦ C) 30 25 20
Feedstock
OLR (gCOD L−1d−1) 1.8 - 31.25 8.5 2
Substrate (gCODL−1) 0.9 - 31.25 10.1 1,008
C/N (cmol/Nmol) 9-120 17.9 16.6
Feedstock and Reactor F/F ratio 0.1 0.14
Results
PHA content (%) 88 ND 74.16
Table 1.4: Summary of the conditons in the SBR Reactor and Results. A - Johnson et al[49]
B- Silva et al.[50] C - Chen et al.[45] ND - No Data
and general productivity [18, 20]. Both of the methods mentioned bellow, the substrate
uptake rate have changed not only because of the bacterial culture saturation, but also
the substrate concentration on the reactor. Michaelis-Menten Equation 1.1, specifies that
the concentration of substrate in the reactor (S), will influence the volumetric consump-
tion rate of substrate (rs), Km represents the affinity constant, specifically the substrate





Pulse wise feeding is DO controlled, the availability of VFAs could be measured ac-
cording to the substantial difference in DO level, regarding the carbon source availability.
Throughout the process when the external carbon source is fed a sudden decrease in DO
is measured, in relation with the substrate uptake. Once depleted, an abrupt raise on DO
is reached, and new pulse is fed. During the accumulation process, when the selected
culture starts to get inhibited by product (Saturated) regarding its high intracellular poly-
mer concentration, a decrease in substrate uptake rate and the variability of DO level is
verified, therefore the process is finished. [8, 9].
An alternative to pulse wise feeding, consists of feeding the substrate continuously.
The process usually pH and DO controlled. Along the accumulation process a continu-
ous pulse, of reduced flow and higher concentration is fed reducing the probability of
inhibition by substrate. In the beginning of the process the DO and pH levels will be at
their maximum, when the external carbon source is fed, a sudden decrease in DO level
is observed. Along the accumulation DO will increase, in opposition to the pH that will
decrease, as a consequence of the substrate uptake rate reduction and the accumulation
of none consumed VFA, which have an acidic pH. Higher volumetric productivity and
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yield % of PHA were obtained by several authors, considering the advantage of an higher
metabolic activity maintained along the process. A pulse wise feeding had variations as
result of its characteristics. A better manipulation of the variations in monomers con-
centration, considering the same given fermented could be achieved, due to the constant












As mentioned before, solutions to the problems inherent of our consumerist society must
be found with the objective of reducing the waste that we produce. Plastics from non-
renewable sources are a great source of pollutants, in all the life cycle stage. Their produc-
tion releases greenhouse gases to the atmosphere and contributes to the global warming,
and since they are non-biodegradable the high million of tones of plastics that aren’t
recovered tend to accumulate in the environment for many years and as a consequence
directly affect vital ecosystems. Bio-plastics from PHA accumulating bacteria are one of
the most promising alternatives. Nowadays, PHA production is still an expensive process
and therefore their price is still higher then the common plastics.
The purpose of this dissertation is to make a contribution, by doing a mass balance
of the system in order to comprehend how much fruit pulp is needed to produce 1kg of
PHA. An increase of the volumetric production of PHA while maintaining the a high
PHA %, was also tested. MMC are seen as the most economical way to produce the de-
sired bio-plastics, as it does not require sterile conditions and low-cost waste feedstocks
can be used. Various sources of waste feedstocks (eg. fruit pulp, food waste, olive oil mill
wastewaters, paper mill) can be used, and when not enough nutrients are present (Car-
bon:Nitrogen:Phophorus ratio) to allow bacterial growth, they have to be supplemented.
Several studies have applied different ratios, to both SBR reactor and PHA accumulation
reactor to optimize the production to a given feedstock.
In the accumulation reactor, PHA accumulation tend to be preferred over growth.
High quantities of carbon will be fed, and if enough nitrogen is provided other non-
accumulating PHA bacteria have the right conditions to grow and therefore reduce the
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concentration of the desired PHA. In the SBR reactor, carbon and nitrogen feed was un-
coupled leading to a strong bacterial selection, regarding the high substrate uptake and
high PHA accumulating capabilities, and therefore provided good conditions to provide
nutrients in the accumulation reactor.
In this context, the goal of this study were to investigate:
• How will the mass balance of the system vary, considering the most important
biomass components, carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus. The studied process, had
several stages, from the inoculation of the SBR reactor to what is considered a stable
stage.
• Different ratios of Carbon:Nitrogen:Phosphorus (100:6.5:1, 100:3.5:0.5, 100:0:0)
were applied in the accumulation reactor, to improve PHA volumetric production.
To achieve these objectives, 3 pilot scale (UASB Reactor - SBR Reactor - Accumulation
Reactor) reactors representing the different stages of the process were used. The UASB
reactor provided the carbon source for both the SBR and Accumulation reactor. Over-
time there were variations in the composition of the VFA and therefore, supplementing













The setup is consists of three pre-industrial reactors, and each one represents a different
stage of the process.
3.1.1 1st Stage - UASB
The acidogenic fermentation was carried out on an UASB, with a nominal volume of
100 L and a working volume of approximately 60 L liquid, and 40 L gaseous phase.
The activated sludge utilized to inoculate the reactor, came from a full-scale anaerobic
digestor, in the form of granular sludge. The operation was taken at anaerobic conditions,
a pressure of 1.1 bar, a controlled temperature at 30◦ C through a thermostatic jacket,
and pH varying from 4.7 and 5.1, being the optimal value 4.9. The reactor, as shown in
Figure 3.1 is made of a double wall in acrylic, with 8 apertures. They were used with the
following purposes: Monitoring, (pH, liquid Level, temperature, pressure), add substrate,
withdraw effluent, gaseous outlet, and re-circulation. The re-circulation flux (average of
2.15 l/min), diffused with inert glass marbles, is enough to allow the fluidization of the
reactor. To guarantee a continuous anaerobic operation, two one-way valve's were used,
as shown in Figure 3.1. A pressure higher than the atmospheric was achieved, with the
strangulation of the gaseous outlet, the pH was kept constant through the addition of
Sodium carbonate.
The reactor was controlled manually. The UASB, works in continuous, and it's sup-
plied with 60L/Day of a medium composed by, fruit pulp, Ammonia chloride (NH4Cl),
Mono-potassium phosphate (KH2PO4), with a composition of (100:0.5:0.15) (Cmmol:
Nmmol: Pmmol), and other micro-nutrients such as Magnesium sulfate (MgSO4), Cal-
cium chloride (CaCl2) and Iron chloride (FeCl3). The amount used depend directly from
15
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C – pH Probe
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K – Effluent Tank
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Figure 3.1: UASB Layout
the fruit pulp concentration. For pH buffering purposes sodium bicarbonate is added,
and and HRT of one day was applied.
The UASB operation was monitored with daily measurements of pH, pressure, temper-
ature. Three times a week the performance of the system was monitored through the
gaseous outlet(D), regarding the concentration of, Methane(CH4), hydrogen(H2) and
carbon dioxide(CO2), and VFA concentration of the outlet (K). The effluent (K), every
time an SBR cycle or an accumulation was monitored, measurements of Total Suspended
Solids (TSS), and sampling of Total Carbon (TC), COD, VFA, ammonia and phophorus
concentration were made.
3.1.2 2nd Stage - SBR
The selection of a PHA-storing MMC was taken on a fully aerobic pilot-scale SBR, with
a nominal volume of 120 L and a working capacity of approximately 90 L liquid. The
activated sludge in which the reactor was inoculated came from Etar de Mutela, a mu-
nicipal water treatment plant. The operation was taken at fully aerobic conditions, a
controlled temperature at (23◦ C) using a thermostatic bath and pH (8) with the addi-
tion of sodium bicarbonate into the carbon source, that came from the UASB reactor.
Schematics of the assembling represented in Figure 3.2. The aeration of the reactor was
made by an air compressor, with an average output of 0,8 vvm, through a ring sparge
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diffuser, and stirred by a double mechanical impeller, to guarantee a non-limiting oxy-
gen concentration (>2mg/L) at all times. The reactor is made of Stainless Steel, and it's
operating fully automatically 24 hours a day, in 12 hours phases of the cycle. The SBR in
the study followed a strategy of uncoupled carbon and nitrogen/phosphorus feed, where
its depletion occurred in the feast and famine phase respectively. The beginning of the
cycle, feast phase, the carbon and mineral source are fed, following a reaction time of
120 minutes, where all the carbon source was consumed and mostly stored in the form of
PHA's. The feeding of nitrogen and phosphorus, during the famine phase, succeed by a
reaction time of 495minutes when the biomass was able to grow. Effluent from UASB was
used as carbon source. During a part of this thesis, the SBR had to be re-inoculated, and
consequently, the reaction times of the cycle, have changed, feast 180 minutes, famine
435 minutes.
23 ֯ C֯
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L –  Electro Valve, Purge (50 L) (T)
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Q – Thermal Jacket
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Figure 3.2: SBR Layout
An auxiliary computer software, BioReactor - Lab View, controlled and managed the
operation through all of the phases, with a total length of 12 hours, at all time during
the study. The ratio of carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus was, (C:N:P) of (100:6.5:1) (C-
mmol/N-mmol/P-mmol). HRT is equal to 1d and the SRT 4 d. The mineral medium had
a trace elements solution composition of, iron (III) chloride hexahydrate (FeCl3.6H20),
Boric Acid (H3BO3), Cobalt Chloride (CoCl2.6H2O), Manganese Chloride (MnCl2.4H2O),
Zinc Sulfate Heptahydrate (ZnSO4.7H2O), sodium molybdate dihydrate (Na2MoO4.2H2O),
copper sulfate penta hydrate (CuSO4.5H2O), micronutrients Ethylenediaminetetraacetic
17
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Acid (EDTA), magnesium sulfate heptahydrate (MgSO4.7H2O), calcium chloride dihy-
drate (CaCl2.2H2O) . The monitoring of the SBR system, followed the scheme presented
in the Table 3.1, 0 represent the beginning of the cycle, 1-6 the uptake of the carbon
source (Feast phase), 7-10 the uptake of ammonia and phosphorus (Famine phase), 10
end of the monitoring 5 hours after.
SBR Cycle
VFA PHA TSS COD TC PO4 NH3
Carbon Feed 0 • • • • • • •
1 • •
2 • •
3 • • • • •
4 • •
5 • •
6 • • • • •
7 • • • •
7A • •
7B • •
8 • • • • • •
9 • •
10 • • • • • • •
W • • • • • •
P • • • • • • •
Table 3.1: SBR Sampling (W- Withdrawal, P - Purge)
3.1.3 3rd Stage - Accumulation
Stage 3 of the process, the PHA production. It was taken on a pilot scale with a volume
of 65 L and a working capacity of approximately 55 L. The reactor was inoculated with
biomass from Section 3.1.2 collected at the end of the famine phase. The accumulation
process started one hour after the purge came out, approximately the same time as the
sedimentation phase applied on the SBR system. The operation was fully aerobic, an air
compressor with an average output of 1vvm, provided air trough a ring sparge diffuser,
stirred by a double mechanical propeller guaranteeing a non-limiting concentration of
oxygen (>2mg/L). The effluent from UASB was used as carbon source and it was given
through pulses controlled by the level of DO, whenever it raised above a certain level,
another carbon pulse was given. The accumulation monitoring, followed the scheme
presented in the Table 3.2, 0 represents the initial state of the biomass, 1-5 the carbon
source uptake, PHA conversion on the first pulse, after each pulse and consequent carbon
depletion (Pre-pulse).
There were two approaches of Accumulation (ACC), with nitrogen and phosphorus
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Figure 3.3: Accumulation Fed-Batch Layout
Accumulation
VFA PHA TSS COD TC PO4 NH3
0 • • • • • • •
1 • • •a •a
2 • • •a •a
3 • • •a •a
4 • • •a •a
5 • • • • • •a •a
Pre-pulse • • • • • •a •a
End of ACC • • • • • • •
Table 3.2: Accumulation Sampling (Xa - Only made, when ammonia and phosphorus
were added on 0)
the Table 3.3. For each test, at leats two accumulations were done for reproducibility
purposes. The biomass initial biological state as referred by Valentino et Al [53], was
compared with the SBR monitoring taken on the day before since there were only once
cycle between each task, and how long took the first pulse to be consumed in comparison
with the SBR feast, at the same day.
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Carbon Nitrogen Phosphorus Nr◦ Experiments
Concentration (C-mmol) (N-mmol) (P-mmol) Uni
1st Test 100.00 6.50 1.00 2
2nd Test 100.00 3.25 0.50 2
3rd Test 100.00 0.00 0.00 7
Table 3.3: Carbon:Nitrogen:Phosphorus Ratio
3.2 Analytical Procedures
3.2.1 Total Suspended Solids and Volatile Suspended Solids
The concentration of the biomass, as well as the PHA's, will have variations along with
the monitoring of the selection stage and the accumulation stage. To better understand
it, the TSS and Volatile Suspended Solids (VSS) were calculated, the procedure followed
the standard methods [55].
A glass microfiber filter (Whatman 1,2 µm) was weighted in a scale (P1) , afterwards
two samples of the reactor, were filtered through a vacuum filter(5ml except withdrawal
10 ml). Samples were dried in a kiln, operating at 105◦ C, for at least twelve hours. After
cooling in a desiccator, samples were weighted (P2) again for the TSS calculation. To
calculate the VSS the samples were dried in a muffle, operating at 550◦ C, for two hours,










Figure 3.4: Flow Chart of TSS and VSS process








3.2.2 Chemical Oxygen Demand
The Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) is usually used as a measure of pollutants in
natural or residual waters. It is defined as the amount of a specific oxidant needed, to
completely oxidize the biomass present in the sample under controlled conditions. The
analysis is made in an acid environment, using silver as a catalyzer and dichromate as
a reducer, therefore the dichromate ion oxidizes COD material in the sample during
digestion time. Hence, the result of the oxidation is the change of chromium, from
hexavalent (VI) to the trivalent (III) state, both are colored and absorb in the spectrum
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visible region. The dichromate (Cr2O
2−
7 ), hexavalent chromium, absorbs strongly in the
400nm and almost zero at 600nm, while the chromic ion (Cr3+), trivalent chromium,
absorbs strongly at 600nm, and much less at 400nm, comparing the same regions for
each ion. The method used for this analysis is the SMEWW, 5220 B. Closed Reflux,
Colorimetric Method.
3.2.2.1 Solutions preparation
Standard solution - The pattern solution, equivalent to 2g/lO2, is made with Potassium
Hydrogen Phthalate (KHP), pre-dried at 110◦ C until the weight does not change. weight,
0.425g and dilute it on 250ml of distilled water, this solution is stable for a week when
refrigerated. The preparation of the different concentration standards was made through
the dilution of KHP solution, with distilled water.
Sulfuric Acid Reagent - Weight 5.5g of Ag2SO4 to one liter of concentrated H2SO4
(>97%), let it dissolve for a day or two.
Standard Digestion Solution - To 500ml of water add, 10.216g of potassium dichro-
mate (K2Cr2O7), previously dried for two hours at 150◦ C, 167ml of concentrated sulfuric
acidH2SO4 (>97%), and 33.3g of Silver Sulfate (Ag2SO4). Dissolve to 1 liter with distilled
water, and let it cool at room temperature.
3.2.2.2 Samples and Standards preparation
Standard Values - The concentration of the samples is measured trough a calibration
curve, with its characteristics specified on the Table 3.4. Preferably the value of the
coefficient of determination (R2) should be higher than 0.97.
Standard Concentration








Table 3.4: Standards concentrations variation
Sample and Standard Preparation - To the digestion tube, first add 2.5ml of the
sample/standard, second add 1.5ml of Standard Digestion Solution, with the lid agitate a
little, third with the digestion tube on the support, add 3.5ml of the Sulfuric Acid Reagent,
close the lid and agitate.
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Figure 3.5: Flow Chart of COD: Preparation of solutions, Preparation of Samples and
Standards, Digestion and Spectrophotometer
To prepare and guarantee the best results after storage, each sample was acidified
(<pH 2) with a solution of sulfuric acid (H2SO4) (0.1M). To achieve more trustful results,
two samples were prepared at the critical points, the begging and the end, of the selection
and accumulation process.
For the sample's preparation, a dilution had to be made to ensure that the value would
be in the optimal interval of the analysis, bellow 25mgO2/L tend to be more qualitative
rather than quantitative.
Digestion and Spectrophotometer - Insert Samples and Standards on an incubator
for 2 hours at 148◦ C, after letting it cool slowly at room temperature to avoid precipita-
tion. Turn on the spectrophotometer, it should be stabilizing for 15 minutes before using,
each sample was read twice and between every four samples the Std 0 was used to verify
the machine calibration.
To better understand the composition of the biomass, and its behaviour through-
out the studied cycles, some coefficients have been calculated based on the equation of
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Componente ID Equation Coefficient
VFA
Acetic C2H4O2 + 2O2→ 2H2O+ 2CO2 1.07
Ethanol C2H6O+ 3O2→ 3H2O+ 2CO2 2.08
Propionic C3H6O2 + 3.5O2→ 3H2O+ 3CO2 1.51
Lactic C3H6O3 + 3O2→ 3H2O+ 3CO2 1.07
Butyric C4H8O2 + 5O2→ 4H2O+ 4CO2 1.82
Valeric C5H10O2 + 6.5O2→ 5H2O+ 5CO2 2.04
Caproic C6H12O2 + 8O2→ 6H2O+ 6CO2 2.20
PHA
HB C4H6O2 + 4.5O2→ 3H2O+ 4CO2 1.67
HV C5H8O2 + 6O2→ 4H2O+ 5CO2 1.92
HHx C6H10O2 + 7.5O2→ 5H2O+ 6CO2 2.10
Biomass XA C5H7NO2 + 5O2→ 2H2O+ 5CO2 +NH3 2.10
Fibers
Cellulose C6H10O5 + 6O2→ 5H2O+ 6CO2 1.18
Pectin C6H10O7 + 5O2→ 5H2O+ 6CO2 0.82
Table 3.5: COD Coefficients
complete carbon oxidation of each compound, which are equal to the mass of oxygen
required to full oxidization, as the equation specifies. Where the parameter C, in the








The determination of VFA's concentration helped to understand the variances in the
biomass performance along with this study. The equipment used was a High Performance
Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) (VWR Hitachi Chromaster), equipped with both a diode
array and an IR detector, an Aminex HPX-87H column, operating at a temperature of 60◦
C.As eluent a solution with 0.01 N sulfuric acid and an elution rate of 0.6ml/min.
The VFA's concentrations were determined by the calibration curves of each com-
pound, with a range of (15− 1000mg/L)
After sampling from the reactor, the samples were centrifuged for 3 minutes at
10000rpm and filtered through a filter with a porosity of 0.2mu. Because of his high
concentration, the carbon source was diluted with the eluent solution, 0.01 M H2SO4.
3.2.4 PHA analysis
There were used two pieces of equipment for Gas Chromatography.
GC 430-GC, Bruker equipped with an FID detector and a Restek column (60m,0.53mm
internal diameter, 1µm film thickness). Helium was used as a carrier gas, at constant pres-
sure (14.5psi). From 0 to 3 min, the temperature started to increase at a rate of 20◦ C
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until 100◦ C, from 3 to 21 min an increased rate of 3◦ C until 155◦ C, from 21 to 32 min,
an increased rate of 20◦ C until 220◦ C.
GC-FID Varian CP-3800, equipped with a FID detector and a ZB-WAX plus column
(60m,0.53mm internal diameter, 1µm film thickness), coupled with a guard-column
(0.32mm internal diameter). Helium was used as a carrier gas, at constant pressure
(14.5psi).
The PHA quantification was achieved according to Braunegg et al [56], Comeau et
al [57], which are both later referred at Lahman et al [58], with minor modifications.
The method quantity's concentration of each monomer individually, HB, HV and 3-
Hydroxyhexanoate (HHx).
All samples were centrifuged at 10 000 rpm for 3 minutes, the pellet frizzed with
liquid nitrogen, and lyophilized overnight. An amount between, 3-4.5 g of lyophilized
biomass was weighed into a digester tube, where 1mL of acidic methanol (20% sulfuric
acid v/v) and 1mL of chloroform, that contained the internal standard, HD (1mg/mL
Heptadecane) were added. After the samples were put in an incubator for 3.5 h at 100◦ C,
subsequently were cooled in an ice bath for 20 minutes, 1mL of distilled water was added,
and then all the samples were mixed using a vortex for 40 seconds. As a consequence,
the solution was separated into two phases, the lower phase was extracted into a GC vial,
and sieves were added to remove any residues of water, and analyzed.
3.2.5 Total Carbon analysis
The concentration of Inorganic Carbon (IC), Total Organic Carbon (TOC) is determined
by a Shimadzu TOC automatic analyser. Potassium Hydrogen Phthalate (PHP) standards
were used (20-500 mgC/L). For the calibration curves a Sodium Hydrogen Carbonate
(SHC) and Sodium Carbonate (PC) standard standards solutions were used for TC and
IC respectively, both with equal concentrations (1-25 and 20-500mgC/L).
All samples were filtered with a 0.45µm filter, to the specific vials. All dilutions were
made with ultrapure water (Mili-Q).
3.2.6 Nitrogen and Phosphorus analysis
The concentration of ammonia and phosphate was analyzed with a Skalar San++, with
a range of 0.2 to 20mg/L. The procedure for the determination of each component is
different, the ammonia is based on the modified Berthelot reaction, where the ammonia is
buffered, dialyzed and is chlorinated to monochloramine which reacts with salicylate to
5-aminosalicylate, after oxidation an oxidative coupling green colored complex is formed,
and the absorption measured at 660nm. The phosphate follows the reaction of ammonium
heptamolybdate and potassium antimony (III) oxide tartrate, reacts in an acid medium
with diluted solutions of phosphate tor form an antimony-phosphomolybdate complex,
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which is reduced to an intensely blue colored complex, by L(+) ascorbic acid, then is
measured at 880nm.
All samples were centrifuged at 10 000 rpm for 3 minutes, being filtered with a 0.45µm
filter, to the Skallar vials. The samples 7A, 7B and 8, as explained in Table 3.1, from the
SBR, were diluted with ultrapure (Mili-Q) water.
3.2.7 Data analysis
The evolution and behaviour of all the three reactors UASB, SBR and ACC, were evaluated
through the calculation of some kinetic parameters.
In the UASB reactor, the conversion rates (%) of fruit pulp in to Fp, was calculated





In both SBR and ACC reactor the storage rate (rPHA, gCODPHA h−1) was calculated





In both SBR and ACC reactor the substrate consumption rate (rPHA, gCODPHA h−1)






To calculate the storage yield, in the SBR and in the ACC reactor, two methods were
used considering that in the SBR there is no difference in the volume whilst on the ACC
reactor everytime a pulse is given, the volume increases. For the SBR the storage yield
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This chapter presents the final results, where the main aim is to increase the global produc-
tivity of the process and to do a mass balance of this system, considering the conversion
of the waste used as feedstock to produce PHA. As shown in Figure 4.1 the substrate used
to feed the UASB reactor was fruit pulp which was then converted into VFAs. While in
the SBR, the fermented fruit waste was used to select a PHA accumulating culture from
waste activated sludge, the accumulation reactor was inoculated with the culture from
the SBR and fed with fermented fruit waste to produce PHA. The laboratory work in
the scope of this dissertation was done during an undergoing side project that required
high production levels, so whenever needed the VFA substrate was supplemented to keep
the desired production levels. No alterations were made to the UASB reactor or the SBR
reactor because they were considered to be in optimal operating conditions due to the
previously applied research done by Mariana Matos, Fernando Silva, and colleagues.
The SBR reactor has been inoculated and the transient state of the reactor was studied,
although since it is not the main purpose of this work only the main parameters were
taken into consideration. Five runs were monitored along the process, but only one of
these is thoroughly discussed to avoid redundancy and simplify the analysis. The five
cycles have the name of SBR-1. SBR-2, SBR-3, SBR-4, and SBR-5. The chosen run to
analyze was the SBR-5, considering that was the closest one to the accumulation runs
that had the objective to increase the productivity of the process ( ACC(Nutrients) -5.
ACC(Nutrients)-6, ACC(Nutrients)-7, ACC(Nutrients)-8, ACC(Nutrients)-9).
To increase productivity on the accumulation stage, nine batches were made with and
without adding nutrients. The ratios applied to the final stage of the process had the
objective of inducing a little growth of the biomass, aiming at increasing the volumetric
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productivity without decreasing PHA content in the biomass. Taking into account that
is considered to be preferable a higher PHA content, due to the cost of the extraction
process increases when a lower PHA content regarding the higher need of solvents to
extract it [59, 60]. Along with the transient state of the SBR reactor, two accumulations
were made with the name of ACC(Transient)-1 and ACC(Transient)-2, afterward, the
bacteria selection process was considered to be completed. Two runs were made with
the name of ACC-3, ACC-4 for comparing purposes only with the results obtained from
the final five accumulations in which nitrogen and phosphorus were added. The final
accumulations had the name of ACC(Nutrients) -5. ACC(Nutrients)-6, ACC(Nutrients)-
7, ACC(Nutrients)-8, ACC(Nutrients)-9. As a consequence of the similarity of results
between each accumulation test, only ACC-4 and ACC(Nutrients)-9 are thoroughly dis-
cussed, for sake of simplicity and redundancy avoidance. ACC-4 and ACC-(Nutrients)-9
were chosen because, from all the batches made with and without the addiction of nutri-
ents were considered to be the optimal candidate due to the similarities in the specific
parameters chosen for the analysis.
The global mass balance applied to this process has the purpose to better understand
how much fruit pulp is needed for PHA production. In order to optimize PHA production,
nutrients were added to the ACC reactor. The studied outlets are represented in Figure
4.1, which were considered to be of most importance regarding the process optimization.
















Along this study the conversion of fruit pulp in to VFA was carried out on UASB reac-
tor. It was operated with a one day HRT and a nutrients ratio of (100:0.5:0.15) (Cmmol:
Nmmol: Pmmol). Despite other options in the literature, over the usage of an CSTR
reactor in the anaerobic stage, the scope of the lab in which this dissertation was made
is to get as similar as possible to the conditions applied on an industrial scale, and due
to the lower costs of the operation from the UASB is considered to be the best candidate.
All calculations regarding the total production of Fp (Including VFA) and conversion
rates, were made accordingly to the outlet concentration measured every three days of
operation (with duplicates). The concentration of the days in which (regularly two days
after) the analysis was not made, it was assumed to be the same as the first day in which







Figure 4.2: Fp analysis, and calculus explanation
This reactor have been inoculated at the beginning of this work, where the evolution of
the fermentation products and fruit pulp concentration are specified in Figure 4.4. The ac-
tivated sludge utilized to inoculate the reactor, came from a full-scale anaerobic digester,
in the form of granular sludge to produce methane gas, therefore was mainly composed
by methanogenic bacteria. A microbial selection process occurs, by lowering the pH of
the reactor to 4.5 considering the sensibility of the methanogenic bacteria towards an
acidic environment. This acidic environment improves the conditions for the acidogenic
bacteria to grow as stated before in Section 1.3. After thirty days of operation, with an
average OLR of 8.24± 1.29 gCODL−1d−1 the first try to increase the OLR was made, but
the reactor had become unstable with a consequent reduction on the VFA conversion rate.
To regain the stability needed for the process, another eighteen days passed until
the OLR was gradually increased to an average of 12.16 ± 0.76 gCODL−1d−1 and finally
to the average 16.09 ± 1.73 gCODL−1d−1. The OLR maximum level was achieved at
one hundred and six days of operation. Butyrate, acetate was the most relevant VFAs
produced during the operation as shown in Table 4.1. Together Butyrate and acetate
represent about 59.91 % of the total production. Valerate concentration has decreased
along the time as opposed to the Caproate that seemed to be increasing. A tendency to
a higher concentration of Caproate was noticed after each OLR increase and consequent
system stabilization. Specifically was noticed between the day 45 - 62, 73 - 85 and
118 - 133. A tendency to the increase of Lactate every time the OLR was increased
until the system has stabilized a consequently the concentration decreased. A relation
between the increase of concentration of lactate and caproate was measured, whenever
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Table 4.1: Total estimated Fp Concentration (After day 104)
gCODFpL
−1
Lactate 2.35 ± 1.4
Acetate 3.82 ± 1.2
Propionate 1.03 ± 0.56
Ethanol 0.27 ± 0.06
Butyrate 3.50 ± 1.11
Isovalerate 0.00 ± 0.01
Valerate 0.57 ± 0.29
Caproate 0.76 ± 0.53
lactate concentration increased, caproate decreased and the opposite was also verified.
Specifically between the day 64-66 and 80-99, this relation could be seen which led to the
assumption that could be a result of the instability of the reactor due to the increase of the
OLR and consequent biomass adaptation. This dissertation has started on the ninety-nine
day of operation.
The average conversion results from the mentioned OLR values and mass balance are
presented in Figure 4.3. With the increase in the OLR, the conversion rate has also raised.
Due to the composition of the apple, besides sugars (Glucose, Sucrose, and Fructose), it
also has other carbohydrates such as up to 20% of fiber (soluble and not soluble) [61].
Fibers are hardly decomposed in this UASB reactor considering the HRT of the only day,
whilst for the production of VFAs from sources that contain fiber’s, such as cellulose
higher HRT (4 days) is needed, therefore since is not digested could influence the effi-
ciency of the reactor [62]. To partially avoid, inert and other non-digestible compounds in
both SBR and Accumulation reactor, the result substrate was filtered with a flannel filter
that retains part of the non-digestible and inert compounds. It is important to mention
that cell maintenance and growing will consume part of the carbon source, regarding the
addition of nutrients to the pulp fruit with a constant COD:N:P ratio (100:0.5:0.15).
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Figure 4.4: Acidogenic Reactor - VFA and Feedstock concentration (Apple Pulp))
4.2 SBR Transient State until Stable Operation
4.2.1 SBR Performance - Overall performance
As stated before, the SBR reactor was fed with the VFA produced by the UASB reactor.
The reactor was fed only at the beginning of the cycle, to achieve a FF regime and con-
sequent selection of PHA-accumulating culture. The reactor was operated under a FF
regime, at a ratio of (100:6.5:1) (Cmmol: Nmmol: Pmmol) with a 12-hour cycle.
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The resume of the results obtained along this study about the SBR performance are
shown in Table 4.2. The transient phase, is considered to be the phase after the reactor
inoculation until the selection process is completed through a FF regime. The applied
ADFFF regime will lead to a competition between the consortium of microorganisms that
are able to store intracellular PHA, and the ones that do not have that ability. An uncou-
pled carbon and nitrogen feeding strategy is used to increase the selective pressure. The
VFA composed feedstock from the UASB reactor is fed only at the beginning of the cycle,
and since this a sequential reactor the beginning of the cycle corresponds to the end of
the previous one. Nitrogen and phosphorus are only fed after the carbon source depletion.
The main objective of the uncoupled strategy is to induce bacterial growth only dur-
ing the famine phase and therefore increase the selective pressure applied to the system,
regarding that only the PHA-Accumulating bacteria have both carbon and nitrogen avail-
able for growth purposes. During the transient state, not all of the VFA were consumed
as shown in table 4.2, specifically Lactate and Acetate were not depleted until the end
of the monitoring. Therefore some of the microorganisms that are not able to store PHA
could survive and grow, regarding the available carbon source.
With the several consecutive cycles and a constant selective pressure applied, the bac-
teria with the highest VFA uptake rate proliferate, and consequently the carbon source is
rapidly depleted. Although the feast time has declined with the increase of VFA uptake
rate, variations along the process were obtained. It could be explained due to the vari-
ability on the substrate provided from the UASB, which leads to the production of less
preferred Fp, such as lactate and because of it increase feast duration. Another possible
explanation is due to the inherent characteristics of biological systems that are naturally
susceptible to some variations over time.
The conversion rate (rPHA) of VFA to PHA, and the yield YP /S of feedstock conversion
to PHA have also increased considering the higher concentration of PHA-Accumulating
bacteria. To achieve the desired production, the OLR was gradually increased, taking
in to account the F/M ratio to avoid substrate inhibition and undesired accumulation of
the carbon source inside the reactor, with the consequent decrease in selective pressure.
A considered stable state was reached when no considerable biomass growing between
monitoring processes was accounted for.
Over time and with the increase in the OLR, the concentrations of both TSS and VSS
have increased as reported on Table 4.3. The concentration of biomass in the reactor is
represented by the VSS. The variations in both TSS and VSS during the feast and famine
phase could be explained due to the higher PHA concentration after the feast phase when
carbon is depleted and converted into PHA. At the beginning of the famine phase in
which nitrogen is fed and rapidly depleted by the biomass, growth is induced and the
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Table 4.2: Variation in the operation results along the study (a - acetate and lactate Feed
- (gCODL−1); OLR - (gCODL−1d−1); Feast (h); rS (gCODVFA L−1h−1); gCODPHA L−1h−1 ;
gCODPHAgCOD
−1
VFA ; VFAs (gCODVFAL
−1 )
Feed OLR Feast FF ratio rS rPHA YP /S VFA’s
SBR-1 290,00 3,22 2,53 0.21 0.70 1.5 0.622 0.015a
SBR-2 618,27 6,87 0,58 0.05 5.18 2.74 0.326 0
SBR-3 585,53 6,51 0,23 0.02 6.57 - - 0
SBR-4 830,35 9,23 0,57 0.05 5.8 4.11 0.63 0
SBR-5 830,05 9,22 0,43 0.04 9.3 7.78 0.65 0
PHA is used as a carbon source.
Table 4.3: TSS and VSS variation, end of Feast and Famine phase (TSS and VSS g/L)
Feast Famine
TSS VSS TSS VSS
SBR-1 9.42 8.11 9.90 8.31
SBR-2 10.67 9.47 10.52 9.20
SBR-3 11.08 10.33 11.47 9.99
SBR-4 11.71 10.26 13.54 11.73
SBR-5 13.43 10.91 13.21 10.64
4.2.2 SBR Performance - SBR 5
A typical SBR cycle, represented by the monitoring process of SBR-5 is shown in Figure
4.5 and corresponded to the 125 days of operation in the UASB reactor. The beginning
of the cycle in the selection reactor starts with feeding of the fruit pulp based feedstock
(Feast Phase). The sudden decrease in the DO level indicates that the aerobic microorgan-
ism are consuming the Fps. After the feedstock depletion, the DO level increase again.
With the conversion of VFAs to PHA it is possible to observe, an increase in the stored
polymer, where TSS and VSS follow that trend. At 0.5h a sudden decrease of PHA content
was measured, it was considered to be an error in the analysis and not an actual consump-
tion of bio-polymer because as shown there are still VFAs available. It is assumed that
the consumption of an external carbon source is preferred over an internal, regarding the
characteristics of the selected biomass, that store bio-polymer to survive when no carbon
source is available. Taking also into consideration the increase of the TSS and VSS until
the depletion of the carbon source, which could be mean an increase in polymer content,
since no nutrients were given and growth is not expected.
Nutrients feeding starts two hours after the beginning of the cycle, where the selected
biomass starts to grow using the stored PHA from the previous phase as a carbon source.
The gap of two hours increases the selecting pressure, considering that allows for the
non-accumulating bacteria to eventually perish. Ammonia is rapidly depleted as shown
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in Figure 4.5, whilst phosphorus is not completely consumed until the fifth hour of the
cycle. This could be related to the variations in the concentration of phosphorus in the
feedstock, with an average of 0.42 ± 0.07 P-mmol. Residual phosphorus was measured at
the beginning of cycles: SBR-1 (0.49 P-mmol), SBR-3 (0.52 P-mmol), SBR-4 (0.4 P-mmol),
SBR-5 (0.72 P-mmol), but since without ammonia phosphorus does not induce growth, it
did not decrease the selection pressure applied.
As mentioned before, the feedstock has to be supplemented to achieve the desired
production as shown in Table 4.4. The polymer composition after the feast phase on the
SBR-5 cycle was 85% HB and 15% HV, gCOD based, and it was achieved due to the high
concentration of Butyric Acid has it works as a precursor for PHB which represents 80%
of the feedstock.
All the parameters to evaluate the reactor performance are specified in Table 4.5. The
FF ratio of 0.04, was achieved over time and with a high selective pressure imposed on
the reactor. During the Feast phase, in which storage yield and observed yielded were
calculated, the biomass only stored PHA, growth was not possible since no nutrients were
available.
Table 4.4: Supplementing, percentile variation
gCOD Lactate Acetate Propionate Ethanol Butyrate Valerate Caproate
FEED 415 0.01% 6.49% 1.52% n.d 82.61% 9.37% n.d
UASB 145 19.39% 20.35% 3.95% 2% 34.96& 6.69% 12.67%
Table 4.5: Performance evaluation SBR-5
Operation Parameters Value Units
OLR 9.22 gCODL−1d−1
F/F ratio 0.04 hh−1
Supplied Feed 830.04 gCODd−1
rS 9.3 gCODVFA L−1h−1
rPHA 7.78 gCODPHA L−1h−1
Storage Yield 0.65 gCODPHA gCOD
−1
VFA
Observed Yield 0.15 gCODX gCOD
−1
VFA
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Figure 4.5: SBR-5 Cycle and Mass Balance
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4.3 Accumulation Analysis - Overview
The accumulation stage, as stated before is carried out on a fed-batch mode, with pulse-
wise feeding controlled by DO. The selected PHA-accumulating culture used to inoculate
the reactor came from the SBR reactor at the end of the famine phase. As stated before in
Sub-Section 4.2.2 while justified in Figure 4.1, the selected bacteria could have changed
during the course of this study regarding the different compositions achieved in the feed-
stock production on the UASB reactor. Due to the limited number of analyses that could
be made, only the first pulse was characterized, regarding substrate uptake, and PHA
accumulation. To evaluate the process, Global Productivity (Gp), conversion yield (YP /S )
and PHA content were the chosen parameters considering the importance of both in the
evaluation of a good accumulation.
Overall with the increased OLR on the selection reactor and consequent increase of
the concentration of PHA-Accumulating bacteria, the initial biomass concentration for
the accumulation stage has also increased, and it was measured trough VSS. As shown
in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7, both VSS and TSS concentration have raised along the accu-
mulating as expected, considering that the polymer concentration was getting higher in
every giver pulse of VFA.
ACC(Transient)-1, the difference in both VSS and TSS was negligible, as the feedstock
has not been supplemented and therefore a higher volume was given increasing the dilu-
tion rate of the reactor, to a factor of 1:2 as shown in Table 4.6. A similar dilution rate was
achieved in ACC(Nutrients)-5, although the nutrients ratio applied in this accumulation
was by excess, as they were fed with the carbon source leading to an exaggerated growth
that overcomes PHA production, decreasing the effect of the dilution rate.
Different experiments have been made to improve the global productivity of the accu-
mulation (ACC(Nutrients)-1 - ACC(Nutrients)-9), regarding the applied nutrient ratios as
shown in Figure 4.6. The initial ratio applied to the accumulation was already applied in
the selection stage reactor and considering the SRT of four days. This meant that consid-
ering a stable state theoretically, the biomass would grow 25% a day, considering the two
daily cycles applied. The main purpose of adding nutrients to the process was to induce
little growth, without overcoming the main objective of high PHA content. A problem in
the analysis system, hasn’t allowed for precise quantification of the consumption of the
given nitrogen and phosphorus(ACC(Nutrients)-5, ACC(Nutrients)-6, ACC(Nutrients)-7,
ACC(Nutrients)-8, ACC(Nutrients)-9.
In a direct comparison with the SBR system, were ammonia is depleted under one
hour, and phosphorus tends to accumulate in the reactor, it was plausible to assume the
same behavior in the accumulation stage. To this assumption, it was also considered the
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propensity to residual values of phosphorus that the feedstock has.
 
Figure 4.6: Variation of TSS during the accumulations
 
Figure 4.7: Variation of VSS during the accumulations
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On the Table 4.6, all the ratios (C-mmol:N-mmol:P-mmol) used in the experiences as
displayed. As stated before, ACC(Transient)-1, ACC(Transient)-2, ACC-3, ACC-4, no nu-
trients were added for comparing purposes, to the ones in which they were. ACC(Nutrients)-
5 nutrients were added, every time a carbon pulse was fed. In ACC(Nutrients)-6, ACC(Nutrients)-
7, ACC(Nutrients)-8, ACC(Nutrients)-9, nutrients were only added on the first pulse, and
therefore the biomass growth was limited to the available nitrogen. Nutrients were added
on the first pulse, considering that when growth is induced the number of avaliable cells
multiply, and the PHA content tend to divide between daughter cells. This happens due
to the cellular regulation during mitosis of both granule localization and granules number
per cell, resulting in a dilution of the polymer throughout the biomass [53].
Table 4.6: Accumulations nutrients ratio and dilution ratio; a- nutrients given in every
pulse (C-mmol:N-mmol:P-mmol)










As was already mentioned, pulp fruit is composed of several carbohydrates that are
not fermented by the UASB, such as fibers or sugars. To search for other carbon sources
besides, Fp that can be quantified by HPLC analysis, TOC have been used with this pur-
pose. For simplicity of the analysis, and because the sources have not been identified,
only the tendencies for the accumulation or consumption of the external carbon sources
were displayed in Table 4.7. It was calculated based on five different moments of the
accumulation process, always after feedstock depletion, being the first and last moments
always considered. As shown, the overall tendency is to the accumulation of those none
consumed carbohydrates sources. The dilution rate, in this case, will lead to a higher
accumulation of inert carbohydrates, considering that the total volume of feedstock it’s
higher (Higher volume of fibers, and sugars added).
As shown in the Table 4.8.ACC (transient)- 2 have reached high values of PHA content,
although considering the low biomass concentration, the final production was also low.
ACC(Transient) - 1 PHA content, was over 100% due to an error in the analysis. Storage
yield, VFA, and PHA uptake rate have increased over time, with the applied cycles on
SBR that insured a high selective pressure was being applied. ACC-(Nutrients)-9, storage
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yield of 0.97, it was probably due to the initial low value of PHA content, since the last
analysis were repeated for three times, where the average value was considered. 1st pulse
refers to the amount of time in hours, to which the carbon source was depleted regarding
the first given pulse. Gp on average, have increased with the addition of nutrients, which
could mean that accumulation with nutrients limitation could be preferred over nutrient
starvation. The little growth induced, did not seem to affect the biomass capacity and
mindset to accumulate PHA.
4.3.1 Accumulation Analysis - ACC - 4; ACC(Nutrients) - 9
Both ACC-4 and ACC(Nutrients)-9, were done under a stable stage of the reactor and
considered to have the best results regarding the PHA content and Gp. The feeding strat-
egy was the same in both batches, pulse-wise. The main difference between both the
accumulations was the addiction of nutrients in the first pulse. In ACC-4 no nutrients
were added, in ACC(Nutrients)-9 nutrients were fed with a ratio of (COD:3.5:0.5) in the
first pulse. As mentioned before, the main objective was to induce little growth of the
biomass and increase the volumetric productivity without losing PHA content.
As shown on Table 4.8 both the experiments had high polymer content.PHA con-
tent was very similar, but the ratio of HB:HV as shown in Table 4.9, was higher in the
ACC(Nutrients)-9 then in ACC-4. In the Table 4.10, the feed composition is shown and
the concentration of butyric acid is higher in ACC(Nutrients)-9. Silva et Al [50] suggested,
the addiction of nutrients could influence the composition of the polymer, favoring the
HB concentration. Global productivity and storage yield, have generally increased with
all the experiences made with nutrients addiction has it was already show in Table 4.9.
Both accumulations had high feedstock uptakes, with little advantage to ACC(Nutrients)-
9. The organic acid lactate was present in a higher concentration in ACC-4 as shown on
Table 4.10, and since it is a less preferred carbon source it could take longer to be con-
sumed and could contribute to the lower feedstock uptake. The PHA uptake was higher
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in ACC(Nutrients)-9. A lower initial PHA content of ACC(Nutrients)-9 of just 15% when
comparing to ACC-4 that had 30%, could explain this difference since the ACC-4 reached
it’s saturation point, sooner and therefore decreased PHA uptake. Gp could also be influ-
enced by a smaller difference achieved in the PHA content.
Table 4.9: General Accumulation Characteristics ( Storage Yield - (gCODPHA gCOD
−1
VFA);
Gp - Global productivity (∆ gCODPHA gCOD
−1
Xat
−1, T otalFeed gCOD
Storage Yield Gp TotalFeed ∆ PHA PHB PHV
ACC-4 0.71 0.041 573 481.08 74% 26%
ACC(Nutrients)-9 0.97 0.056 685 696.98 76% 24%
Table 4.10: Percentile variation in both Feedstocks, n.d- not detected
Lactate Acetate Propionate Ethanol Butyrate Valerate Caproate
ACC-4 0.34% 11.58% 3.89% n.d 73.03% 11.16% n.d
ACC(Nutri)-9 0.08% 5.54% 1.78% n.d 78.39% 14.21& n.d
Both the accumulations were analyzed for external carbon sources in the beginning
of each batch as shown of Table 4.11. Any remain of VFA’s from the previous SBR cycle
would increase the productivity of the process, other carbon sources wer also measured
through TOC that weren’t accounted for on the HPLC analysis. Nutrients were also
analyzed both in the reactor and fruit pulp feedstock, at the same time in which the pre-
viously mentioned analyses were made.
Both the accumulations started with similar unidentified, dissolved carbon sources
that, that as stated before could be dissolved fibers or sugars as they are part of the apple
composition, and as shown in Table 4.11 can accumulate in the system. They are consid-
ered to be inert in terms of PHA production, since only the VFA serve as precursors for
PHA production, therefore were not considered in the mass balance calculation. Lactate
has accumulated at the end of the accumulation in ACC-4.
Table 4.11: Characterization of Feedstock and ACC reactor, carbon and nutrients avail-
ability; nd - not detected
ACC-4 ACC(Nutrients)-9
Compound In Out Feed In Out Feed Units
TC 58.57 62.8 751.33 47.42 63.15 1079.56 (C-mmol/L)
TIC 0.6 0.5 0.73 0.44 0.66 0.68 (C-mmol/L)
VFA nd 0.21 736.45 nd nd 823.59 (C-mmol/L)
Phosphate 0.245 nd 0.1 nd nd nd (P-mmol/L)
Ammonia nd nd 0.08 nd nd nd (N-mmol/L)
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Both the accumulations increase in both VSS and TSS along time, as shown in Figure
4.8 and Figure 4.9. The main difference was in the concave shape pattern followed by
ACC-4 as opposite to the ACC(Nutrients)-9 that had a more convex shape. Although
when compared to other similar accumulations, the results could not be associated with
growth.
On ACC(Nutrients)-9, all the pulses had the same quantity of VFAs, it was noticed
that along the accumulation the time between each pulse has increased, probably due to
the consortium of bacteria got inhibited by product. On the ACC-4, not all the pulses
had the same quantity of VFA. Therefore the difference observed in the picture does not
correspond to the inhibition by product, but to difference of VFA quantity in each given
pulse.
 
Figure 4.8: Mass Balance - ACC(Nutrients)-9
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Figure 4.9: Mass Balance - ACC-4
4.3.2 Mass Balance
To make this mass balance, it was not taken into consideration the polymer composi-
tion. When supplemented, the concentration of butyrate acid leads to an increase in
the production of PHB since it works as a precursor of this monomer. Along with this
dissertation, COD units have been used, for comparing purposes between the different
processes. The phase considered for the UASB reactor, between 83-159 days of operation,
corresponded to what is considered to be closest to standard yield in this reactor. With an
average of 16.07 ± 1,78 gCOD/L of pulp fruit used as feedstock, which was converted to
Fp with an average conversion rate of 77% and an average value of 12,38 ± 1.30 gCOD/L.
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On the production stage due to the inherent differences also achieved during this stage,
regarding storage yield, the average value between experiences was used. An average
value was considered to be the more representative regarding the fluctuations achieved in
storage yield. It was also considered, a 70% HB and 30% glsHV concentration, to produce
one kg of PHA (1746.22gCOD equivalent) from fruit pulp and the results are represented
in Figure 4.10.
In Figure 4.10, the system applied to the production of PHA is shown. The system
starts with the conversion of fruit pulp into fermentation products, an 77% conversion
rate is applied. This mass balance scheme considered only the necessary amount of fruit
pulp to produce 3 kg of PHA. Besides the production of PHA on the ACC reactor, the
production of biomass on the SBR was also taken into account. To produce the desired
biomass quantity, and according to the data achieved throughout this thesis at least 3
SBR cycles were needed. Specifically for: ACC 3/4 - 4.5; ACC (Nutri) 6/7 - 3.9; ACC
(Nutri) 8/9 - 3.4. The average yield on every group of accumulation is also shown on the
previously mentioned Figure in the specific box, for each ACC.
On current A, the amount of fruit pulp needed for each 1 kg of PHA, is represented for
each experience, all stages are considered. The current B represents the amount of VFA
that the SBR reactor needs for the production of the biomass needed on the accumulation
reactor. Therefore it varies with the yield on the ACC reactor. Current I represents, the
biomass used on the ACC reactor, that came from the SBR reactor. Current C, D, and E
show how much VFA the ACC reactor needs to produce 1 kg of PHA. The current F, G,
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Figure 4.10: Mass Balance - System
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Conclusions and Future Work
In this dissertation, the mass balance of PHA production from MMC with fruit pulp as
feedstock was made, regarding the optimization of the process. All of the three reactors
were monitored over time since they were inoculated during the course of this work.
The UASB reactor evolution along time with the step-by-step OLR increase, from
8.24± 1.29 gCODL−1d−1 to 16,09 ± 1.73 gCODL−1d−1, achieving 77% of fruit pulp con-
verted to Fermentation products that include, Butyrate, Caproate, Lactate, Acetate, Pro-
pionate, Isovalerate, Valerate.
The SBR reactor, was also inoculated and the transient state, was monitored regarding
the main parameters needed for a strong selection of PHA-Accumulating bacteria. An
uncoupled feed of carbon an nutrients strategy was used, to increase selective pressure.
The following parameters were achieved in the first (SBR-1) and and last SBR (SBR-5)
monitoring: SBR-1 FF-0.21, rS = 0.7, rPHA = 1.5 and YP /S = 0.62; SBR-5 FF= 0.04, rS =
8.65, rPHA = 7.78 and YP /S = 0.65.
To optimize the productivity of this process, nutrients were added to the accumu-
lating stage to induce little growth without overcoming the PHA content. In general,
global productivity has increased since without nutrients the best results obtained were
0.041 (ACC-4), whilst with nutrients addition 0.056 (ACC(Nutrients)-9) was achieved.
Regarding the PHA content, ACC-4 achieved 78,86% and ACC(Nutrients)-9 74.44%.
The main objective of this work was to do a mass balance of the process, from the
conversion of fruit pulp in the first stage to the biopolymer production on the last stage.
An average of the results in the experiences made was used to get the most significant
results due to the variability of the biomass. To produce 1kg of biopolymer: ACC - 3/4
8011.6 gCOD, ACC(Nutri) 6/7 6906.8 gCOD and for ACC(Nutrie) 8/9 6142.6 gCOD.
In a prospect of future work, different ratios should be tested regarding the different
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behavior obtained, in the batches that were made. To get a more reliable mass balance,
more accumulations batches should be done in order to get more data, due to the variabil-
ity of the process, considering the variability of the feedstock used for the UASB reactor
and also, the PHA accumulating culture that is composed by a consortium of bacteria
which could change along with the variations of the UASB reactor.
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